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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the development of an optimization-based trajectory planner for the autonomous transition of a
quadrotor biplane tailsitter (QRBP) between the flight modes of hover to forward flight and forward flight to hover.
The trajectory planner is formulated as an optimization problem with an embedded dynamic model of the QRBP,
vehicle design constraints (e.g. power), physical constraints (e.g. stall) and initial/terminal states for the transition. A
differentially flat reformulation is employed to reduce the computational cost of the trajectory planner for on-board
mission planning. The solution of this problem yields time-optimal state and input trajectories for transition. Using
this trajectory planner, we generate trajectories for various transition flight missions (from hover to forward flight
and vice versa) under various constraints. Further, we demonstrate how the proposed algorithm can also be used to
assess the agility of a vehicle in terms of minimum space required to perform a specific maneuver or transition, given
physical design constraints (such as maximum power). Finally, we demonstrate trajectory tracking on a high fidelity
simulation of a QRBP with a cascaded dynamic-inversion based controller with a control blending strategy between
the quadcopter and forward-flight control modes, for hover to forward flight.

NOTATION

x, y inertial position
z inertial altitude
V inertial velocity
γ flight path angle

Vw rotor wake velocity
Va airspeed
α geometric angle of attack (wing)
αe effective angle of attack (wing)
φ pitch angle
L lift force on wing
D drag force on wing
T thrust
ρ air density (sea level)
R rotor disk radius

CL0 lift curve intercept
CLa lift curve slope
CD0 drag curve intercept
Sl aerodynamic wing area
Sd aerodynamic fuselage area
m mass of transitioning-UAS
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INTRODUCTION

Transitioning Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) are a class of
aerial vehicles capable of operating in and transitioning be-
tween the vertical takeoff and landing and fixed wing flight
regimes. These hybrid aircraft are specifically designed to
capitalize on the strengths of these flight modes; combining
the ability of electrically powered vertical take-off and land-
ing (e-VTOL) vehicles to hover and climb, with the efficiency
of fixed wing aircraft in forward flight. These vehicles lever-
age the benefits of both flight modes: high maneuverability,
reduced take-off and landing footprint, increased endurance
in hover, and larger capacity for payload delivery. Because of
these advantages, transitioning UAS are seeing growing inter-
est in both civilian (Ref. 1) and military applications (Ref. 2).

One of the primary challenges in transitioning UAS design is
the development of effective and robust guidance-navigation-
control (GNC) architectures for the critical transition phase
between flight regimes. As a result, there has been significant
interest in designing controllers for transitioning UAS (specif-
ically those of the tail-sitter design). In Refs. 4 and 5, a con-
trol law was developed and implemented on a micro quadrotor
biplane (QRBP) tailsitter that used a quaternion-based frame-
work to express vehicle rotation, specifically to address the
issue of gimbal-lock. Ref. 6 proposed a model-based transi-
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Figure 1. 20 lb Common Research Configuration (CRC-
20) QRBP (Ref. 3)

tion controller for a tailsitter drone based on Lyapunov sta-
bility. The controller was then simulated on a 2-dimensional
representation of the vehicle dynamics based on body-frame
variables. In Refs. 7 and 8, a control architecture based on the
principles of nonlinear dynamic inversion and state feedback
was implemented on tailsitter drones for aggressive, robust
inner-loop feedback. For navigation and sensing, Ref. 9 de-
veloped an inner loop control strategy for a micro QRBP using
an on-board flow sensor instrumentation for sensing attitude.

The efforts described above have concentrated primarily on
effective inner-loop control methodologies for transitions
from hover to forward flight and vice versa. However, lit-
erature on effective trajectory design and outer-loop control
for autonomous transition is relatively sparse. Most guid-
ance through transition is determined either by a human pi-
lot (Ref. 1) or transition trajectories are obtained by heuris-
tically generating simple profiles of the position and velocity
variables (Refs. 3, 10). In Ref. 11, an approach the for gener-
ation of transition trajectories was developed for a quadrotor
biplane tailsitter by solving an optimization problem with dy-
namic constraints derived from a simplified reduced order dy-
namic model and explicit physical constraints on maximum
allowed power, torque, and stall angle. However, while the
proposed approach was proven effective in generating optimal
transition trajectories for the QRBP, the transition dynamics
were expressed in a strongly coupled non-linear form, result-
ing in increased computational cost for trajectory generation.
This naturally makes on-the-fly implementation very difficult.
Furthermore, in some cases, the trajectories generated exhib-
ited poor numerical conditioning, leading to oscillations in the
planned trajectory.

Prior literature has shown that the computational burden of
optimization-based path planning problems (in robotics as
well as UASs) can be reduced significantly by suitably re-
formulating the problem using differential flatness. For ex-
ample, in Refs. 12 and 13, Chamseddine used a differentially
flat dynamic model for the optimal trajectory planning of a
quadrotor UAS, which was shown to generate time-optimal
trajectories at a tenth of the computational cost compared to
optimization using the standard non-linear model. In Ref. 14,
Zhao leveraged differential flatness to compute time-optimal
trajectories for a helicopter for shipboard landing, which also
reduced computational time by 7× as compared to using the

standard non-linear model directly in the optimizer. These ap-
plications suggest that a flatness-based approach to trajectory
generation can allow for effective on-board outer-loop control
of UAS through the reduction of computational time, while
guaranteeing both optimality and feasibility of planned tra-
jectories. Thus, this paper extends the previous research in
Ref. 11 by developing a differentially flat model of the QRBP
transition dynamics, which is then used in a numerical opti-
mizer to generate optimal trajectories. We evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed differential flatness based trajectory
generation approach in terms of computational performance
(for real-time implementation and on-board planning), qual-
ity of trajectories obtained and finally tracking performance
in a high-fidelity simulation of a CRC-20 (Fig. 1).

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The general GNC architecture for a transitioning UAS is
shown in Fig. 2. Typical control architectures for transition-
ing UAS consist of an outer loop position controller and an
inner loop attitude controller (Note: position P , [x y z]T , and
attitude Ψ , [φ θ ψ]T , respectively). Reference state trajec-
tories X∗(·) produced by the trajectory planner are fed into
the outer loop controller, which corrects for error in inertial
position by generating the desired attitude angles φ (pitch),
θ (roll), ψ (yaw) to be tracked by the inner loop, as well as
the required control thrust T needed to correct for position.
The inner loop corrects for error in attitude by generating the
required control moments (M , [L M N ]T ) necessary for
attitude correction. The control force and moments are then
allocated to the required control input u given to the vehicle.
For further details, we refer the reader to the Controller De-
sign section below.

Figure 2. Cascaded Control Architecture for the QRBP.

Given a set of initial and terminal flight conditions x0 , x f
(e.g. hover to forward flight), the objective of the trajectory
planner is to generate the necessary state and input trajecto-
ries (x∗(t) and u∗(t), respectively), that will allow a QRBP to
transition between x0 and x f , subject to the vehicle dynamics
and physical constraints. The planned path for the trajectories
is assumed to be in the 2-dimensional vertical plane, while the
out-of-plane planned variables are held constant. A schematic
detailing a visual representation of a transition trajectory can
be seen in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Visualization of Transition Flight Paths.

In Ref. 11, the trajectory planner is posed as an optimization
problem designed around a simplified dynamic model for tra-
jectory generation. The goal of the trajectory planner is to
minimize the flight time of the transition trajectory, although
alternative cost functions such as fuel, etc. may also be con-
sidered in the same framework. The constraints for the prob-
lem are governed by the QRBP dynamics, physical limita-
tions, etc. In general, this problem can be expressed the an
optimization problem described in Problem 1 below.

argmin
x, u

J = f (x,u, t), cost function

s.t ẋ = f(x,u), dynamics constraints
x(t0) = x0, initial state constraint
x(t f ) = x f , terminal state constraint

x ∈ X u ∈ U, state and input constraints

(1)

Problem 1 is a free end time optimization problem with con-
straints, which cannot be solved analytically. To obtain a nu-
merical solution, Problem 1 is discretized (in time) into a non-
linear programming (NLP) problem. However, the nonlinear
and coupled dynamics in Problem 1 results in significant com-
putational cost (and in some cases, failure to converge) of the
trajectory planner as well as numerical oscillations in the so-
lution. In this paper, we propose a differentially flat represen-
tation of the simplified transition dynamics that can be used
in the optimization to reduce the computation time, while im-
proving the quality of the transition trajectory. Upon genera-
tion, the trajectories must be trackable by the full-scale vehicle
using the GNC architecture described in Fig. 2.

Flight Dynamics Simulation Model: To validate the tra-
jectory generation approach, a flight dynamics simulation
model of the CRC-20 QRBP designed by DEVCOM Army
Research Laboratory (Ref. 3) will be used. The flight dy-
namics simulation of the CRC-20 is a 6-DOF model con-
sisting of 12 states and 4 control inputs. The state vector
x = [x y z φ θ ψ u v w p q r]T , is defined in the conventional
aerodynamic sense (right handed inertial and body frames),
with the exception that the nose of the vehicle is defined by y,
while the left wing is defined by x, changing the correspond-
ing definitions of φ (pitch angle), θ (roll angle), u (leftward
body velocity), v (noseward velocity, p (pitch rate), and q (roll

rate). This is done to avoid gimbal lock during planning and
control. The input vector ū = [u1 u2 u3 u4] is the rotational
speeds of each individual rotor. The model uses momentum
theory and blade element analysis (BEA) to model rotor wake
over the biplane wings and aerodynamics forces/moments act-
ing on the vehicle.

SIMPLIFIED DYNAMICAL MODEL FOR
TRAJECTORY PLANNING

To generate transition trajectories in the optimizer a reduced
order (simplified) model must be used, as in Ref. 11. We
briefly review this model below:

Simplified QRBP Dynamics for Trajectory Planning: For
the purposes of trajectory planning for the transition problem,
a simplified model was proposed in Ref. 11 for computational
efficiency while capturing the key characteristics of the lon-
gitudinal dynamics of the vehicle. We briefly describe this
model here. This model only takes into account the longitudi-
nal motion of the QRBP (i.e. translation in the vertical x− z
plane of the inertial frame and rotation (pitch) about the body
frame y-axis). Out of plane motion (i.e. translation along y
axis of the inertial frame and roll/yaw rotations about the body
frame x and z axes) are assumed to be stabilized by the inner
loop control.

Figure 4. Reference Frame Construction of QRBP Model

Figure 4 shows the free body diagram of the simplified dy-
namics of the QRBP during the transition flight. Similar
to the 3-DOF dynamics of the conventional fixed-wing air-
plane (Ref. 15), four state variables (i.e. the horizontal and
vertical positions x and z, the inertial velocity Vi and the flight
path angle γ) are required to fully describe the longitudinal
dynamics. The rotor thrust T and geometric angle of attack
α are employed to steer the vehicle. The simplified vehicle
dynamics in the transition plane are:
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ẋ =Vi cosγ

ż =Vi sinγ

V̇i =
T cosα−Lsin(α−αe)−Dcos(α−αe)

m −gsinγ

γ̇ = T sinα+Lcos(α−αe)−Dsin(α−αe)
mVi

− gcosγ

Vi

where:

α = φ − γ

Vw = 1.2
√

T
8ρπR

Va =
√

V 2
i +V 2

w +2ViVw cosα

Va sinαe =Vi sinα

L = 0.5ρ(CL0 +CLα
αe)SlV 2

a
D = 0.5ρCD0SdV 2

a

(2)

where L and D are the aerodynamic lift and drag forces re-
spectively, Vw is the velocity of the wake generated by the
rotors, Va is the resultant airspeed as a result of rotor wake,
and αe is the effective angle of attack due to the rotor wake
(αe represents the angle between the vehicle longitudinal axis
and the airspeed Va, and thus determines magnitude and di-
rection of L and D). Note that the longitudinal dynamics are
represented such that the state x = [x,z,Vi,γ]

T and the input
u = [T,α]T . In this paper, the differential flatness remodeling
is based on this original simplified model.

TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION:
DIFFERENTIALLY FLAT FORMULATION

Differentially Flat Model Reformulation: While the above
model was shown to generate reasonable transitions trajectory
by solving Problem 1, the computation times required to ob-
tained these were of the order of 10s of seconds. To address
this issue, we leverage the differential flatness property of the
original nonlinear dynamics represented in Eq. 2, so that they
can be transformed into an equivalent linear system, whose
state and input variables are tied to the original ones by defin-
ing a set of endogenous mappings. We choose the inertial
position of the vehicle as flat outputs (y1 = x, y2 = z) and ex-
press the state variables in terms of these flat outputs, such
that:

x = y1 ẋ = ẏ1
z = y2 ż = ẏ2

V =
√

ẏ2
1 + ẏ2

2 V̇i =
ẏ1 ÿ1+ẏ2 ÿ2√

ẏ2
1+ẏ2

2

γ = tan− 1( ẏ2
ẏ1
) γ̇ = ẏ1 ÿ2−ẏ2 ÿ1

ẏ2
1+ẏ2

2

(3)

This formulation is used to propagate the system using the
following chains of integrators:

q̇ = Aq+Bv, where A =

[
J1 0
0 J1

]
, B =

[
J2
J3

]
,

J1 =

[
0 1
0 0

]
, J2 =

[
0 0
1 0

]
, J3 =

[
0 0
0 1

] (4)

where we define the virtual state q = [x ẋ z ż]T and the syn-
thetic input v = [ẍ z̈]T . The initial and terminal boundary con-
straints change accordingly (q(t0) = q0, q(t f ) = q f ), such that
we maintain the desired state before and after transition. We
preserve the original nonlinear dynamics of the system by en-
forcing the expression (derived from Eq. 1) below:

T cos(α)−Lsin(α−αe)−Dcos(α−αe)−ma> = 0
T sin(α)+Lcos(α−αe)−Dsin(α−αe)−ma⊥ = 0

where: a> = ẋẍ+ż(z̈+g)√
ẋ2+ż2

, a⊥ = ẋ(z̈+g)−żẍ√
ẋ2+ż2

(5)

Using the differentially flat dynamics model, we reformu-
late the optimization problem to the form represented by
Eq. 6 with the cost function representing time optimization,
(J = t f − t0), the dynamic constraints represented by the chain
of integrators described in Eq. 4, and the decision variables
being the virtual state and synthetic input (q,v). The cou-
pling of the plant inputs (u = [T,α]T ) with the differentially
flat outputs q (and their derivatives) and the synthetic input
v is enforced using the implicit relationships for T and α ,
such that gx(q,v) ∈X , and gu(q,v) ∈ U . Finally, we add
constraints that limit the vehicle’s thrust output (T ≤ TMAX )
to coincide with the maximum power output of the vehicle
(PMAX = 1500W ). We also constrain the effective angle at-
tack such that it remains within a specified tolerance of the
stall angle (αe ≤ αSTALL− εTOLL). With the establishment of
these constraints and cost function, we re-formulate the opti-
mization problem as follows:

argmin
x, u

J =
∫ t f

t0
dt, cost function

s.t q̇ = Ax+Bu, dynamic constraints
q(t0) = q0, initial state constraint
q(t f ) = q f , terminal state constraint

gx(q,v) ∈ X gu(q,v) ∈ U, state and input constraints

(6)

This differentially flat optimal trajectory planner can be
solved using an standard NLP solver (such as IPOPT) to gen-
erate trajectories for transition.

CONTROLLER DESIGN

For trajectory tracking, we use the cascaded nonlinear dy-
namic inversion control architecture described in Ref. 5. For
addressing the two flight regimes (hover/ascent and fixed wing
flight), two controllers are designed for QRBP that run in par-
allel: the first approximates the vehicle dynamics as a pure
quadrotor, while the latter approximates the vehicle as a pure
fixed-wing aircraft. The dynamics of each case are derived
with the appropriate simplifying assumptions (i.e., neglect
aerodynamic forces for the quadrotor mode controller, include
them for the fixed-wing mode controller). The strategy is to
then switch between the two controllers based on the pitch an-
gle of the vehicle during transition. Figure 5 shows a diagram
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of the control architecture for control of the CRC-20. We
modify the controller in Ref. 5 by using a controller blender,
where the control inputs of each separate controller is grad-
ually blended in transition. We briefly describe the control
blender in the next section.

Figure 5. Blended Control Architecture.

Blending Strategy: As shown in Fig. 5, the control input u is
obtained from a control blender driven by the flight path angle
γ of the following form:

u = η(γ)uqr +(1−η(γ))uff (7)

where uqr, and uff are the outputs of the quadrotor controller
and fixed wing controller, respectively, and η is the weighting
determined by the flight path angle γ . We propose η as a
linear function of γ as shown below:

η =


γ−γmin

γmax−γmin
if γ ∈ [γmin,γmax].

0 if γ > γmax

1 if γ < γmin

(8)

where γmin and γmax are determined to be the start and of the
blending regime. Thus, we enforce the integrity of the blender
such that the quadrotor controller is in full control if γ < γmin,
the fixed wing controller is in full control if γ > γmax, and the
control input is blended if γmin ≤ γ ≤ γmax.

Note: We assume there is perfect allocation of the control
forces and moments generated by the controller to the con-
catenated input ū to the CRC-20 described in the Problem
Statement.

RESULTS

This section describes the demonstration and an analysis of
the differentially flat trajectory planning and tracking algo-
rithm for transition. First, we present sample trajectories for
two flight cases: hover to forward flight (H → FF), and vice
versa (FF → H). Next, a performance analysis of the trajec-
tory planner is presented, detailing both a spacial feasibility

Constraint Limits
Power P ∈ [0,1500]W

Effective angle of attack αe ±10o

Terminal position x f ,z f unconstrained
Maximum flight path angle rate γ̇ ±{30,40,60} deg

s
Forward flight velocity Vi {25,30,35} kts

Table 1. Key Path and Boundary Constraints

analysis (an analysis of feasibility based on changing bound-
ary conditions in x and z) of the trajectory planner, and an
analysis of average computational time for both flight cases.
Finally, tracking performance for representative flight cases
for hover to forward flight (H→ FF) is presented.

Trajectory Planner Sample Profiles: In this section, we
present inertial-position time trajectories (t vs. x(t), t vs. z(t))
and the corresponding flight paths (x(t) vs. z(t)) generated by
the differentially flat trajectory planner for the H → FF and
the FF → H transition cases. We command the optimizer
to generate time-optimal transition trajectories for these flight
cases under various key path constraints to see how the iner-
tial position profiles change. We tabulate the constraints of
interest in Table 1.

Hover to Forward Flight: For this analysis, we evaluate the
effect of the constraint on rate of change of flight path angle γ̇ ,
while keeping all other key constraints (αe, P, etc.) constant
between flight cases. Figure 6 shows various cases of the H→
FF flight mission as the γ̇ constraint varies.

Figure 6. Differentially Flat Time Optimal Trajectories for
Hover to Forward Flight Case (γ̇ constraint varied, all
other constraints constant)

From Fig. 6, we note that as the bound on γ̇ is increased
(from ±30 deg

s to ±60 deg
s ), the vehicle requires both less time

and less space in x and z to complete the transition maneuver.
While this is consistent with intuition, we verify the feasibility
implied by these results in the Feasibility Analysis and Track-
ing Performance sections.

Forward Flight to Hover: For analysis of the trajectories for
FF → H, we evaluate the effect of two constraints: varying
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initial forward flight velocity Vi (leaving terminal position un-
constrained) and the terminal altitude z f of the transition (with
Vi = 25 kts). Figures 7 and 8 show the inertial position pro-
files of various FF → H flight cases as we vary the boundary
constraint on Vi and z f , respectively.

Figure 7. Differentially Flat Time Optimal Trajectories for
Forward Flight to Hover Case (initial Vi varied, all other
constraints constant)

Figure 8. Differentially Flat Time Optimal Trajectories for
Forward Flight to Hover Case (terminal altitude z f con-
straint varied, all other constraints constant).

From Fig. 7, we observe that increasing the initial forward
flight velocity (with no final position constraint) does not sig-
nificantly affect the time of flight (likely due to keeping the
constraint on γ̇ constant at ±30 deg

s ). However, there is an in-
creased demand on the lateral distance and altitude required
to complete the transition. Figure 8 illustrates that the oppo-
site case (i.e., keeping Vi constant at 25 kts while constrain-
ing the terminal altitude) has a similar effect. However, in
the case where z f is constrained, the vehicle requires signif-
icantly more longitudinal draw distance in x to complete the
transition, with more needed as the z f constraint varies from

z f = zi +5m to z f = zi−5m.

Trajectory Planner Studies

In this section, we detail two studies on the differentially flat
trajectory planner. First, the trajectory planning algorithm is
used to determine the capability of the transitioning UAS for
maneuvers, for example in a tight space. As a representative
study, we use the planner to determine the x-z space for which
feasible trajectories can be generated given different maxi-
mum flight path angle rates. Next, for demonstrating real-
time application of the trajectory planner, we perform a study
of typical computational times required to solve the trajectory
planning problem.

Determining Feasibility of Transitions in Tight Spaces:
The trajectory planner can be used to determine the minimum
region in the x-z plane within which the UAS can perform
a transition maneuver. To obtain this, we change the con-
straints on x and z: xmin ≤ x≤ xmax and zmin ≤ z≤ zmax in the
differentially flat optimization problem (Eq. 6) and ascertain
whether the solver can generate a feasible trajectory. We thus
determine the values of xmax and zmax for which the trajec-
tory planner generates feasible trajectories (keeping xmin and
zmin fixed). This analysis was conducted for the H→ FF and
FF → H cases with varying constraints as described above
(varying maximum γ̇ for the H → FF case,; varying initial
velocity Vi and terminal height z f for the FF→H case, keep-
ing all other constraints the same).

Figure 9 shows the feasibility contours for the H → FF case
for different maximum allowable flight path angle rates, γ̇ ,
while Fig. 10 shows the same for the FF → H case for dif-
ferent initial velocity Vi. For each instance, the initial position
of the vehicle (xi,zi) is located at the origin (0,0). The lower
limit on x and z was also kept consistent between each in-
stance (xmin = zmin =−30m). The optimization problem was
solved for a range of xmax and zmax, with an upper limit of 40m
for H → FF and an upper limit of 70m for FF → H (with a
resolution of 1m for both).

From Fig. 9, for the H → FF case we observe that the feasi-
bility region increases (both w.r.t. xmax and zmax) with larger
allowable γ̇ . Further, based on the trend of the set bound-
ary, the limit of each profile approaches a positive, non-zero
value. This indicates that the constraint on γ̇ results in a
corresponding limit on the minimum allowable space within
which the H→FF transition maneuver can be performed (i.e,
xmax ≈ 15m, zmax ≈ 5min for |γ̇| ≤ 30 deg/s).

Based on Fig. 10, for the FF → H case we note that the fea-
sibility set shrinks as we increase initial Vi. We also notice a
similar result regarding the limits on xmax and zmax as in the
H → FF feasibility contours. Of particular note, however, is
the region of each profile where there is a linear change in
zmax as xmax increases, converging on a zmax limit of zero. Re-
call that the minimum limit on altitude zmin = −30m, while
the vehicle begins the maneuver at the origin (0,0). Thus,
as zmax approaches zero, the trajectory planner is command-
ing the vehicle to take advantage of the clearance below the
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Figure 9. Hover to Forward Flight Feasibility Contours for
different bounds on γ̇

Figure 10. Feasibility Contours (in x-z plane) for Hover to
Forward Flight for different initial velocities Vi

starting point to complete the FF → H transition, despite the
fact that the terminal position of the vehicle remains uncon-
strained.

Computational Time Analysis: To evaluate the feasibility of
using the planner in real-time, a study of the typical computa-
tional times required to solve the trajectory optimization prob-
lem was performed. Figure 11 shows the histogram detailing
the statistical distribution of computational times needed to
solve the trajectory optimization problem, for trajectories gen-
erated for the H → FF (varying γ̇ constraint) and FF → H
(varying initial Vi) cases generated for the feasibility analy-
sis study in the previous section. The distribution shown by
Figure 11 is indicative of the consistency of the differentially
flat trajectory planner’s computational performance. The typ-
ical computational time for the H → FF trajectories require
around 0.25s to solve, while that for the FF → H case is
around 0.3s. Note that these computational times correspond
to the base level performance of an Intel Core i7 7th genera-
tion 2.8 GHz processor.

Figure 11. Histogram of Computational Time for Feasible
H→ FF and FF → H Trajectories

Simulation Results

Hover to Forward Flight: We implement the control archi-
tecture described in Ref. 5 (with blending operation described
in the Controller Design section) to evaluate the trackabil-
ity of the trajectories generated for the H → FF case. Note
that for initialization of the control blender, γmin = −8o, and
γmax = −5o. Figures 12 and 13 show the outer loop tracking
performance of the time profiles for inertial position and the
flight path, respectively, for the H → FF case where γ̇ con-
strained to±30 deg

s . Figure 14 shows the corresponding track-
ing performance for inertial velocity Vi and flight path angle
γ , as well as the inner loop tracking of the pitch angle φ . Sim-
ilarly, Figs. 15, 16 and 17 show the same for the H → FF
case where the constraint on γ̇ is relaxed to ±60 deg

s .

Figure 12. Hover to Forward Flight Outer Loop Tracking
Results: γ̇ ∈ [−30,30] deg

s

As illustrated in Figs. 12, 13 and 14, the controller demon-
strates adequate tracking quality for inertial x and z position
during the transition, however there is increasing error in in-
ertial x tracking during forward flight due to the steady state
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Figure 13. Hover to Forward Flight Flight Path Tracking
Results: γ̇ ∈ [−30,30] deg

s

Figure 14. Hover to Forward Flight Inner Loop Tracking
Results: γ̇ ∈ [−30,30] deg

s

Figure 15. Hover to Forward Flight Outer Loop Tracking
Results: γ̇ ∈ [−60,60] deg

s

error in Vi (the fact that no steady state error is present in γ

or φ tracking in forward flight verifies that the error exists

Figure 16. Hover to Forward Flight Flight Path Tracking
Results: γ̇ ∈ [−60,60] deg

s

Figure 17. Hover to Forward Flight Inner Loop Tracking
Results: γ̇ ∈ [−60,60] deg

s

specifically in the ẋ component of Vi as opposed to the ż com-
ponent). Note that this error coincides with the transition from
the quadrotor controller to the fixed-wing controller, as the er-
ror in ẏ begins to occur the moment γ ≈ −8o. This indicates
the forward flight controller as a potential source of the error.
This remains an open issue that will be addressed in future
work.

Note the H → FF tracking case where the constraint on
γ̇ = ±60 deg

s , shown in Figs. 15, 16 and 17. While the ve-
hicle still successfully transitions from hover and stabilizes in
forward flight (indicated by successfully outer loop position
tracking), the flight path angle profile γ strays slightly from
the desired γ during transition (specifically when the quadro-
tor controller has full control authority over the vehicle). This
suggests the quadrotor controller is less effective for more ag-
gressive transitions.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper studied an optimization-based trajectory planning
approach for autonomous transition of a quadrotor biplane
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tailsitter (QRBP) between the flight modes of hover to forward
flight and vice versa. We established and reported the fol-
lowing findings: (1) The proposed differential-flatness based
trajectory planner can generate transition trajectories for the
QRBP (for both the H → FF and FF → H cases) with com-
putational solution times that are suitable for on-board path
planning; (2) The path planner can be used to determine the
agility of the transitioning UAS (e.g., the space needed to per-
form a specific maneuver or transition), given specific vehicle
constraints such as power; (3) the optimal transition trajecto-
ries (for the H → FF) can be tracked using a cascaded dy-
namic inversion approach with control blending.

Based on this initial study, there are several open questions for
future investigation; including validating the trajectory track-
ing performance for the FF→H case and more complex ma-
neuvers in general, the design of a robust tracking control allo-
cation methodology and finally the demonstration of real-time
trajectory generation and tracking.
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